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SUMMARY:
... I defend the verification of identity to insure that higher echelon opportunities are provided to those previously excluded as well as to maximize the longer-term political viability and legitimacy of affirmative action. ... Third, critics
argue that affirmative action imposes identity as a consequence of using photos to verify identity. ... Those "imposedupon" presumably include those who do not wish to have an identity, those who are unsure of their identity, those who
do not identify with census categories such as Morenos, Pardos in the north who might identify as Indio (census term
for indigenous persons), or those who have never thought of themselves as pertaining to the Black race. ... First, if ancestry were used to define the beneficiary class, the beneficiary class would become over-inclusive since many Whites
can claim African ancestry. ... Of the multiple claims for affirmative action beneficiaries, I consider the three most
relevant for this paper : (1) race: all Afro Brazilians, (2) color: the darkest Afro Brazilians (who are "unmistakably"
Afro Brazilian), and (3) class: public school students and/or the poor. ... The use of color narrows the beneficiary class
to darker Afro Brazilians who are more likely to report discrimination and therefore constitute a worthy beneficiary
class. ... Indeed, four universities that verify identity have rejected the identity claims of between 5% and 35% of the
applicants. ... From the comparative arena, colleges verifying identity could employ some of the following methods to
verify a candidate's identity:
(1) official documents that testify to a candidate's identity; (2) visual examination of the candidate; (3)
interviews with candidates about their self-perception, their behavior, their treatment by others , or their
prior discriminatory experiences; and (4) the testimony of others, including a candidate's family, neighbors, co-workers, or members of various reference groups about the individual's self-perception, reputation in the community, self-presentation and behavior, discriminatory experiences, and physical appearance. ... Although the opposition has overstated the consequences of the complexities of identity, important questions about identity and public policy warrant further consideration. ... In that view, Brazilians
would continue to treat state identity as something to be declared in specific contexts, such as university
admissions, and claim societal identity, such as Moreno, on a daily basis.

HIGHLIGHT:
To order what cannot be ordered or to forbid what cannot be prevented is nonsensical, crazy, and illogical.
- Judge Raquel Soares Chiarelli, 2007 n1
TEXT:
[*1] Racial orders constitute social structures with no clear exit. The axis of domination and the technology of domination can neither be readily ignored, as "colorblind" conservatives in the United States insist, nor axiomatically redeployed to undo racial domination. For example, contemporary South Africa would not use apartheid's technology of
domination (pencil tests, et al.) to assign racial identity, and it remains unclear how South Africans define their identity
under post-apartheid nonracialism and how they deploy their identities for the purpose of equal opportunity policies. n2
India outlawed the use of castes in its Constitution even as it also created educational, economic and political opportunity [*2] policies based upon caste membership. n3 In the United States, a movement for a multiracial census category
critiqued the rigidity of U.S. categories without fully acknowledging its positionality in the existing racial order n4 as if
a new paradigm could simply be declared. I contend that an exit from a racial order cannot simply be declared, and explore the current implementation of affirmative action in Brazil as a case study of the general problem of exiting a racial
order.
Each racial order produces a fiction that contains obstacles to remedying the inequalities it produces. The Brazilian
fiction of identity as appearance has constructed an atomized and ambivalent n5 Afro Brazilian identity that complicates the use of categories to develop equal opportunity policies. In Brazil, Black (Preta) and Brown (Parda) have historically represented distinct color identities, and most of the Black movement's intended constituency has identified as
Brown. n6 The Black movement encountered significant difficulties in 1991 in getting Brazilians to identity according
to race and not color, a paradigm change. n7 Despite small but [*3] significant inroads n8, the vast majority of the
Black Movement's constituency still identifies according to color and not race. Thus, although identity is subjective,
existing structures shape reconstructions of identity. The Brazilian fiction of identity allows multiple interpretations of
certain markers that complicate the distinguishing of those on the border of whiteness and brownness, the relevant divide for Brazilian affirmative action. In those instances that universities have verified individual identity claims for the
purposes of affirmative action, the evaluators have rejected as many as 1/3 of the applicants, n9 a phenomenon also
reflected in Brazilians surveys. n10 In Brazil, unlike the U.S., mixedness has not been contained within blackness n11
but has been its own container for many identities, including a path to whiteness. Thus, the Brazilian fiction of
mixedness and the system of physical differentiation have complicated the identification and verification of affirmative
action beneficiaries.
In her opinion quoted in the epigraph, Judge Chiarelli viewed the Brazilian fiction of mixedness as expressing fundamental axioms about Brazilian humanity. Accordingly, in a country that blended individuals from distinct backgrounds, human beings inherently "cannot be ordered" and therefore cannot be distinguished for the purposes of affirmative action. Judge Chiarelli held that the differential treatment of two siblings was "absurd" and summarily dismissed the Federal University of Brasilia's (UNB) affirmative action admissions procedures. n12 This holding rests
upon [*4] an expectation that siblings be perceived and treated identically, which ignores Brazilian social reality. n13
The popular interpretation of the Brazilian construction of identity as primarily a matter of appearance n14 recreates a false dichotomy between self-identity and the perception of others. Self-identity and appearance to others are distinct entities that have also been mutually constituted. The flexibility that some Brazilians enjoy in their identity choices
is delimited by their appearance. And their subjective identities influence how others see them. Thus, identity is fully
contextual and relational, and research suggests that Brazilian self-presentation responds to perceptions of how an identity claim will be received in a specific context. n15
Colleges that verify identity have generally relied upon applicant appearance to others in making their initial determination of identity and applicant's self-identity upon appeal. In its initial determination, UNB found both siblings,
Fernando and Fernanda, ineligible for affirmative action based upon their appearance to a UNB commission, which
Judge Chiarelli upheld because "simple observation of their photos . . . verified that neither the plaintiff nor her brother
is phenotypically black." n16 Thus, at first blush, the judge and the university agreed on the siblings' appearances. In
appealing that classification, Fernando declared himself Black in appearance and ancestry and produced official docu-

mentation of being Parda. In her appeal, Fernanda also showed documentation of being Parda but admitted to consider
herself White. n17 UNB found Fernanda's admission of considering herself White to undermine the veracity of her application and to violate her admissions requirements. n18 In holding this differentiation to be nonsensical and demonstrative of the "incongruence" of the university's criteria, Judge Chiarelli relied on her visual impressions and ignored
the candidates' subjective claims. In the name of defending their [*5] individuality and humanity, the judge actually
ignored their subjective claims.
Thus, identity claims contain and express multiple aspirations with contradictory indications that reflect the ambiguity of Brazilian identity and the strategic calculations of multiple actors to identify themselves and others. Consider
that Fernando, viewed as White by the UNB committee and the judge, showed official documentation of being Brown
and insisted that he viewed himself as Black. Consider that Fernanda, also viewed as White by the UNB committee and
the judge, also showed official documentation of being Brown and revealed her identity as White. Thus, self-identity
contradicted official documentation (in Fernanda's case) and visual inspection (in Fernando's case); and visual inspection contradicted documentation (in both cases). A judge might have remanded the case to UNB's appeals' commission
to sift through the contradictory evidence. However, the university had arguably erred in admitting the brother rather
than in denying the sister during the appeal process to their admission. Under the politically charged environment, UNB
admitted the sister as well.
The separation of appearance and subjective identity as sequential steps in the admissions process indicates the
conceptual trouble in the current deployment of identity for the purpose of affirmative action. The dichotomization of
subjectivity and appearance effectively denied applicants a voice in their process prior to the appeal n19 and gave ammunition to the opposition to affirmative action.
The opposition to affirmative action seized upon the case of Fernando and Fernanda and another case in which
UNB classified identical twins differently n20 to demonstrate the impossibility of deploying categorical identities in
Brazil for the purposes of public policy. The genuine complexity of adopting affirmative action in a country with a
flexible but hierarchical identity structure has been sensationalized by a tripartite oppositional coalition of the media,
rejected affirmative action candidates, and "anti-essentialist" anthropologists. Opposition from the media, dominated by
Brazilian elites, is not surprising since elites view affirmative action as a threat to their children's access to public universities, which provides free education of the highest caliber. Rejected candidates for affirmative action seats assert
their strategic interests in their legal [*6] challenges to the universities. These individuals differ from Alan Bakke n21
in that many claim to have Black ancestry and to be part of the subject class. The oppositional anthropologists include
prominent intellectuals who have contributed to the study of race in Brazil. n22 These anthropologists argue that race
conscious policies force Brazilians to identify in divisive racial categories and that race, since it cannot be based on science, cannot provide a sound basis for government policy. n23 The alliance of anthropologists and rejected candidates
lends an unusual edge to the opposition because of their combined proximity to the beneficiary class, progressive university professors, and important segments of the Black Movement.
Opponents claim that Brazil fused Portuguese, African and indigenous persons into a nation of 'blended' Brazilians,
and thereby constructed mixedness as quasi-national. n24 However, in contrast to these fusionist claims to have produced a 'new people' by blending persons and cultures, an 'absorptionist' state produces its 'new people' by absorbing
persons and cultures into the dominant group, who sets the terms for the 'blending'. n25 Opponents claim that the Brazilian nation will be divided through affirmative action. n26 However, if Brazil were truly fusionist, why would articulations of Blackness threaten this national 'mixedness'? Why couldn't a Brazilian be Black and Mixed? I argue that Brazil is a color [*7] hierarchy with both fusionist and absorptionist tendencies and that the ambiguous space between
fusionist and absorptionist discourses provides the political room for the opposition to affirmative action.
Affirmative action proponents hold the unusual position of being on the defensive in the debate but winning in the
real policy arena with an ever-increasing number of Brazilian universities implementing affirmative action. n27 To the
claim that it is impossible to identify Afro Brazilian, proponents retort that the police n28 have no such difficulty. n29
Although the discretionary behavior of Brazilian police hardly represents a credible model for state discretionary policy,
the moral suasion of this response suggests the hyperbole of the opposition to affirmative action. If numerous public and
private actors n30 can routinely make discretionary determinations for discriminatory purposes, how could it be impossible to make determinations for the purpose of anti-discriminatory policies?
The resulting debate represents an "intellectual cul-de-sac" n31 that largely does not address the identity questions
posed by adopting affirmative action in Brazil. Who should be the beneficiaries of affirmative action? n32 If a candidate chose an identity simply for the purpose of [*8] university admissions, do the principles of social constructedness

require that that she be accepted without scrutiny? What manifestations of Black or Brown identity would a candidate
need to show, especially in a country that historically drew distinctions based upon appearance, and how should colleges incorporate appearance and subjective identity? Can colleges verify the identity of beneficiaries without falling
into the trap of policing "fraud" n33 and violating the principles of social constructedness and the primacy of subjective
identity? I argue that the view that subjective identity cannot be verified represents a dogmatic understanding of social
constructedness and subjective identity. Identity claims are contextual, relational, and negotiable, especially in Brazil.
In this paper, I propose three policy goals to review Brazilian affirmative action: (1) to maximize the provision of
opportunities to those previously excluded, (2) to maximize the political viability and political legitimacy of the program, and (3) to dismantle or at least counter the absorptionist aspects of racial democracy. n34 I argue that both racebased and class-based affirmative action are needed in Brazil and argue for the inclusion of three groups: Afro Brazilian
public school students, White public school students, and Afro Brazilian private school students as best addressing those
goals. The inclusion of Afro Brazilian private school students, especially necessary to democratize participation in the
upper echelon schools, raises additional issues. Private school Whites seeking admission to competitive programs have
reportedly identified as Brown for [*9] the purposes of affirmative action. n35 In a country where at least 38% n36 of
Whites possess African ancestry, such claims are not unfounded even if they are primarily strategic. I defend the verification of identity to insure that higher echelon opportunities are provided to those previously excluded as well as to
maximize the longer-term political viability and legitimacy of affirmative action. In subsequent sections of this paper, I
sketch the possibilities and limits of the contemporary affirmative action initiatives to transform the Brazilian social
structure by examining: (1) the influence of the structure of identity upon categorical policy as claimed by opponents,
(2) the Brazilian structure of identity, and (3) the influence of the structure of identity upon categorical policy of Brazilian colleges.
Part I: Brazilian Identity and Affirmative Action, According to Affirmative Action Opponents
An unusual tripartite oppositional coalition of the media, rejected affirmative action candidates, and "antiessentialist" anthropologists has emerged to sensationalize any problems in affirmative action policy and render the
complexity of identity as impassable. Accordingly, if universities cannot show via science (such as DNA tests) n37 or
positivist precision who is Pardo, then universities may not require applicants to be Pardo or Preto. n38 This antiessentialism obscures the reality of subjective identity in Brazil. n39 In addition, White and light Brown Brazilians,
claiming to be part of the subject class, have advanced the most prominent challenges to the affirmative action program
at UNB, which has been subjected to intense scrutiny for its use of photos in the verification of candidates. The media
[*10] and the opposition have constructed each of these challenges as an indictment of affirmative action and the impossibility of verifying identity.
Of opposition claims n40, I examine those pertaining to identity and the delineation of the subject class. The first
claim is the 'anthropological' objection that the use of photos to verify an applicant's identity clashes with the principle
of subjective identity. UNB, used one commission to evaluate photos, the so-called 'racial tribunal' n41 and a second
commission to consider appeals by rejected candidates, the so-called 'racial psychology' commission. n42 Important
proponents of affirmative action have conceded this criticism about the use of photos but argued for the policies of the
vast majority of universities that do not verify identity. n43
A second claim is that the full logic of affirmative action must lead to the use of photos, even if only a few universities do so today. n44 In this account, affirmative action seeks to remedy discrimination, and the best proxy for discrimination is how someone appears to others. n45 Therefore, affirmative action programs must rely on the view of
others to viably identify affirmative action beneficiaries. Supporters have also argued that beneficiaries should appear
Brown or Black to others n46 to insure that opportunities are being allocated to deserving beneficiaries. n47 This argument assumes that affirmative action should target current victims of discrimination. If affirmative action seeks to
remedy past discrimination, the determination of who appears Brown would not be pertinent. Consider that a verification commission could reject Black movement activists on the [*11] basis of their photos alone. Further, the logic of
the census campaign of 1991 included all who subjectively identified as Brown or Black, choosing subjectivity over
appearance. Certainly, affirmative action imposes a different logic, yet both supporters and opponents are flattening the
complexity of identity and the considerations of how to mediate subjective and 'objective' identity. Finally, I argue that
the verification of identity is linked to particular conceptions of the beneficiary class and particular policy objectives
rather than to affirmative action policy in general.
Third, critics argue that affirmative action imposes identity as a consequence of using photos to verify identity.
Some argue that affirmative action inevitably imposes census identity n48 upon those who would 'freely' identify oth-

erwise. n49 Those "imposed-upon" presumably include those who do not wish to have an identity, those who are unsure of their identity, those who do not identify with census categories such as Morenos, Pardos in the north who might
identify as Indio (census term for indigenous persons), or those who have never thought of themselves as pertaining to
the Black race. Two leading opponents of affirmative action, Maio and Venura, suggest that this imposition emanates
from the tendency of law to require clear categories. n50 However, this entire 'imposition' argument turns on a claim
that has not been articulated. What tangible harm is caused to "Morenos" or those uncertain or unwilling to declare their
identity by the existence of seats for Afro Brazilians? Does the existence of indigenous seats at the university "impose"
indigenous identity on such persons? Since candidates do not have to declare an identity for the universal seats, the existence of Afro Brazilian and indigenous seats does not seem to place an onerous burden on these students. n51
[*12] Fourth, critics argue that it is impossible to say who is really Black. In addition to the long established social
scientific understanding that race is not genetic, critics emphasize recent studies that have confirmed the lack of a biological link to physical appearance. n52 This argument insists that the only real evidence for racial identity could be
genetic and that failing that threshold, racial identity cannot exist. That notion leaves out the understanding of race as a
social construction! n53 Anti-essentialist anthropologists who seemingly defend social constructedness cannot fathom
the independence of social construction from biological determinism. I concede the complication of racial identity as do
others n54 but argue the imprecision of socially constructed identity does not render it intractable.
Finally, the anthropologists argue that making racial distinctions represents a slippery slope which leads Brazil, not
only to make the invidious distinctions of North American Jim Crow but also the deadly determinations enacted in Nazi
Germany and genocidal Rwanda. n55 This slippery slope argument fails to distinguish between classifications made for
remedial rather than discriminatory practices and fails to weigh the real consequences of governmental actions. Certainly being rejected for university admissions cannot be compared to being sent to a concentration camp -- yet the slippery slope argument claims that the former will somehow result in the latter. Nor does the slippery slope argument contend with causality: did Nazi distinctions grow because of the existence of the distinctions or because of the concomitant growth in Nazi power and regime capacity to enforce and expand the significance of the distinctions? n56 The
[*13] idea that racialization would have the same impact in every social context seems as ludicrous as the idea that rain
would have the same impact on every natural environment. Arguably, racialization has a positive value in an absorptionist country in which many subordinated persons have been reluctant to articulate identity.
Opponents have questioned every aspect of the so-called "racial tribunals": their composition, their mandate, and
their actual practices. Maio and Santos question whether "persons connected to the Black movement constitute 'effective' representatives of society" n57 and whether they could "mimic societal perceptions about race and discrimination"
n58, the stated purposes for the UNB Commission. Do their questions suggest that no one could perform such a function or only that Black activists cannot? Either question seems ludicrous: who would know better than Afro Brazilians
how society views Brazilians? As Dubois noted more than a century ago, Blacks know most directly how they are seen
by Whites as well as how they sees themselves, n59 and as Fanon added, the perception of Whites can overwhelm and
become self-image. n60 Both insights are highly relevant in Brazil. n61
Many affirmative action opponents prefer class-based policies admissions policies n62 arguing that such policies
can reach Afro Brazilians without making racial distinctions. Ironically, many of their critiques could also be leveled at
class-based preferences, which can result in income or school attendance stipulations also difficult to verify. n63 Most
significantly, the law that the anthropologists oppose n64 creates opportunities for public school students and stipulates
that a proportionate share of these public school students be Afro Brazilian. Restated, these anthropologists oppose
class-based affirmative action with a wrinkle: that Afro Brazilians be proportionately included in the beneficiary class.
Without this "wrinkle," would Afro Brazilians really be proportionately represented by class-based affirmative action? I
see no reason to assume that class-based affirmative action is either the most viable or appropriate policy to reach Afro
[*14] Brazilians. Researchers have founded persistent racial disadvantages from birth (surviving childbirth and childhood n65) onward (remaining in school n66) that are reproduced through major life passages. Consequently, Afro Brazilians enter the labor market much earlier and with much less education than Whites. n67 These racial differences are
mediated through social class but also are manifest among persons of the same social class, so that social class cannot
fully explain racial inequality. For example, White children enjoy greater educational success than their darker siblings.
n68 Afro Brazilians who attain higher levels of education are much less likely than Whites with equivalent education to
secure economic return for their education. n69 Finally, those Afro Brazilians who attain socioeconomic mobility are
much less likely than Whites to be able to transmit those gains to their children. n70 Thus, racial difference cannot be
simply understood as consequential to processes of social class formation.

Most Brazilians perceive these vast racial differences and tend to understand these differences in terms of social
class or the legacy of slavery, rather than the actual reproduction of racial inequality. n71 However, not only do racial
differences emerge among persons similarly situated but racial inequality also accumulates across life experiences. Racial differences in the accumulation of wealth are even greater than differences in income. For example, home value for
the poorest Whites is twice as great as for Browns and three times as great as for Blacks. n72 Racial inequality in Brazil
lies closer to South Africa than to the US in several important dimensions, such as participation in higher education n73
and overall economic position. n74 Class-based affirmative action is too narrow and does not include middle [*15]
class Afro Brazilians who also suffer racial discrimination n75 and whose participation is necessary to credibly diversify the more competitive public universities.
According to the opposition, affirmative action law forces the round peg, Brazilian flexible identity, into the square
hole: the categories needed for affirmative action. In that view, affirmative action supporters and higher education officials seek to racialize Brazilian hybridity, and the oppositional anthropologists seek to protect that hybridity from the
dangers of racialization. In so arguing, the opposition reads experience without deeper structural considerations and
especially fails to address societal racialization that already shapes Brazilian experience. This opposition has fully polarized the debate, and proponents have been unwilling to discuss the real complications because every complication becomes an indictment of affirmative action. The next section explores some of the complexities of Brazilian identity that
are relevant for the implementation of categorical policies by Brazilian colleges.
Part II: The Brazilian Structure of Identity
Although Brazilian identity is complex n76, it provides a basis for policy distinctions. Brazilians often differ labeling themselves and each other in consistent categories. n77 Nonetheless, they use a commonly understood framework
n78 of physical characteristics to characterize themselves and each other on a hierarchical color ladder. Thus, they can
more surely rank themselves and each other from lighter to darker. This section examines key characteristics of the Brazilian identity structure that interact with affirmative action: (1) the number and nature of categories, (2) the difference
between self-identity and assessment by others, (3) disagreements in the assessments of others, and (4) the relationship
of ancestry and identity.
[*16] Historically, Brazilian identity has been officially constructed in terms of "color" and not "race," an emphasis of appearance over descent. By "official," I refer both to the production of "social scientific knowledge " about race
through the census, which asked Brazilians for their "color" usually from a selection of five categories or "closed" identity, and researchers who have asked Brazilians for their color sometimes without reference to census categories, or
"open-ended" identity. As has been widely noted, Brazilians have claimed more than 100 identities on at least three occasions: 136 in the 1976 Census Household Survey (PNAD), 143 in the 1998 National Employment and Manufacturing
Survey (PME), and 492 in a 1970 study by Marvin Harris. n79 Harris argued that a country with 492 identities could
not effectively discriminate. I argue that the sheer number of categories is not an obstacle to discriminatory behavior nor
to affirmative action as evidenced by the case of India and its several thousand castes. n80 Instead of the number of
categories being determinative, I argue that the nature of categories matters more. Categories are not mutually exclusive
groups that clearly perceive and maintain the boundaries between them and others. n81
In Brazil, there are a handful of salient categories with many derivatives. n82 Seven categories (Branca, Moreno,
Moreno Claro, Parda, Preta, Negra and Clara) account for 95% of the overall population, as shown by Table 1. n83
Most of the other categories, cited by only a few respondents n84, pertain to Brown Brazilians articulating their positionality within mixedness n85, their aspirations to whiten, n86 and their distinctiveness from blackness on the hierarchical ladder. [*17]
Table 1: Open-Ended and Closed
Identity, Zumbi Survey, 1995
OpenClosed:
ended
(Census)
N
Branca
38.5%
49.7% 1926
Clara
1.6%
80
Moreno Claro
7.3%
367
Outras
2.3%
9.7%
114
Moreno
34.7%
1735
Parda
6.0%
28.6%
299
Mulato
0.8%
39

Table 1: Open-Ended and Closed
Identity, Zumbi Survey, 1995
OpenClosed:
ended
(Census)
Moreno Escuro
0.5%
Escuro
0.7%
Preta
4.3%
11.9%
Negro
2.7%

N
27
35
217
134
5003

Datafolha, Instituto de Pesquisa, 300 Anos de Zumbi, Os Brasileiros e o Preconceito de Cor, Report,
1995.
Much fewer Brazilians claim the census identities Pardo and Preto in the open-ended question than in a closeended question. I distinguish "societal" identities, those used on the street and volunteered in open-ended survey questions, from "state" or "census" identities. n87 Table 2 shows that the most popular identity claimed by Pardas and Pretas in 1995 was Moreno, a "societal" identity. Variations of Moreno, such as Moreno Claro, represent a smaller but still
significant identity. The popularity of Moreno supported the claim that the census bureau "imposes" identity on Brazilians [*18] with its choice of categories, especially for those identifying as Moreno. n88 More recent data has shown a
sizeable shift toward Pardo, Preto, and Negro and away from Moreno. n89
Table 2: Most Popular Societal Identities
According to Census Identities, Zumbi Survey, 1995
For Brancas
For Pardas
For Pretas
Brancas
73.5% Moreno
60.5% Moreno
38.1%
Moreno
13.3% Parda
18.5% Preta
29.4%
Moreno Claro
7.8% Moreno Claro
7.4% Negro
18.1%
Clara
2.2% Branca
3.4% Escuro
3.8%
Preta
2.0% Moreno Claro
2.5%
Mulato
2.0% Parda
2.3%
Negro
1.6% Moreno Escuro
1.8%
Datafolha, Instituto de Pesquisa, 300 Anos de Zumbi, Os Brasileiros e o Preconceito de Cor, Report,
1995.
Although many Afro Brazilians have preferred "societal" to "state" categories, surveys have shown that Brazilians
can identify in a "census" category. For example, 99.4% of the respondents in the 1998 PME, a national survey, claimed
a state identity. n90 The few Brazilians unable to locate themselves in a census category generally have attained so
little schooling to not be close to university admission. n91 Thus, these data does [*19] not support the opposition's
argument that affirmative action causes tangible harm to Brazilians unable to place themselves in an affirmative action
category.
Second, Brazilian self-identity often differs from the perception of another, which significantly impacts affirmative
action: especially those who self-identify darker than someone else's perception. In the 1995 Zumbi survey, interviewers
viewed 19% of self-identified Pardos and 2% of self-identified Pretos as White. n92 This impacts the definition and
verification of beneficiaries. Should beneficiaries be defined according to self-identity, consistent with the primacy of
self-identity, or the view of another? If affirmative action represents a response to current discrimination, the view of
others would be the best proxy for who was most likely to encounter discrimination. However, how might the discrepancy between self and other be addressed in the process of verification?
Third, a further complication for the discrepancy between self and other is that Brazilians do not consistently identify others. In his studies of the Brazilian northeast, Harris found that Brazilians disagreed about the meaning of racial
labels and the application of those labels to concrete persons, especially for those viewed to be in-between White and
Black. n93 Two questions in the 2002 PESB survey illuminate this phenomenon. First, respondents evaluated 8 photos
according to census categories. They reached an overwhelming consensus (95%) on 3 photos, which they viewed as
White or Black and a strong consensus on 4 photos, which they predominantly viewed (85%) as White or Brown. They

were sharply divided on one photo: viewed as Brown by a large majority (72%) and White by a significant minority
(25%). Based upon UNB procedures from 2004-5, a verification commission would be likely to disagree on 2 or more
of these 8. n94 Another PESB question asked respondents to assess the identity of their interviewers. Respondents disagreed about the identity of 23 of 157 interviewers (14.6%). Respondents viewed one interviewer as White (9), Black
(5), and Brown (1): Whites viewed her as Black and Blacks viewed [*20] her as White: virtually all respondents differentiated her from themselves. n95 These data suggest that commissions evaluating candidates would often disagree
with candidate self-assessment and among themselves. n96
Finally, how might ancestry intervene in these uncertainties about identity? A majority of all Brazilians report
mixed ancestry, which poses several problems for affirmative action. n97 First, if ancestry were used to define the
beneficiary class, the beneficiary class would become over-inclusive since many Whites can claim African ancestry.
n98 If ancestry were used to verify identity claims only in cases of doubt, there would still be the same problem of over
inclusiveness. Finally, siblings from the same parents can identify or be viewed distinctly, n99 and their common ancestry can obscure their distinctive identity, as in the opening case of the paper.
Thus, the complexity of Brazilian identity, including differences in self-identity and the view of others and differences among others about someone's identity, complicate the field for affirmative action. The constitution of appearance
and descent make the designation, Afro Brazilian, problematic, which paradoxically leaves identity in the realm of appearance and subjective identity. The Brazilian structure of identity contains significant ambiguities, complicating the
definition and verification of beneficiaries. Given these data and the dearth of opportunity in Brazil, I hypothesize that
identity would be strategically deployed for the purposes of affirmative action. Despite this nuanced societal identity,
Brazilians are able to place themselves in census categories, which is consistent with the thesis that context influences
the presentation of identity. [*21] The next section examines the influence of identity upon the categorical policies of
Brazilian universities.
A. The Influence of the Structure of Identity Upon Categorical Policy of Brazilian Colleges
Brazilian racial identity has developed within a complex identity structure that melds race, color, and class as overlapping components of identity. The predominant claim for affirmative action has been to treat Pardas and Pretas as a
unified beneficiary class, supported by empirical data that has shown a negligible difference in the life outcomes for
Pardas and Pretas. n100 The other predominant claim has been to create opportunities on the basis of class: targeting
either public school students and/or the poor. Class-based affirmative action has represented either a pragmatic construction of the beneficiary class n101 or an alternative conception of the truly needy. Third, some have advocated affirmative action for darker Afro Brazilians: a claim for a beneficiary class based upon color. n102 Studies show that
Pretas are more than twice as likely as Pardas to report discriminatory experiences. n103 That data, combined with the
hiring preference for lighter over darker Browns, could justify a greater preference for Pretas, particularly if affirmative
action is viewed as compensatory for present discrimination.
How have Brazilian universities mediated between the competing claims for affirmative action on the basis of race,
color and class? The early claim that affirmative action could not be implemented because no one would be willing to
identify as Black has proven false. The other early [*22] claim that everyone would wish to be Black for the purposes
of affirmative action has proven closer to the mark. How have colleges responded to the new subjectivity of higher education candidates? In a country in which at least 38 percent n104 of Whites also have Black African ancestry, some
Whites have declared themselves Brown for the purpose of university admission. Must verification of candidates violate
the principles of social constructedness and the primacy of subjective identity, as some claim? This article argues that
such a view represents a dogmatic understanding of social constructedness, and that the cost to program legitimacy in
not verifying outweighs the cost of verification. This article claims that verification does not have to violate the principles of social constructedness and that it can be conducted in a way that maximizes program legitimacy.
Whereas the national debate has demonstrated the political cost of verifying beneficiary identity, I argue that there
is also a cost to not verifying identity. Verification curbs the potential awarding of seats to those not intended and provides needed signals to candidates about their identity claims. The legitimacy of the program could be undermined
without some verification process.
In this paper, I propose three principles to animate Brazilian affirmative action policy: (1) to maximize the provision of opportunities to those previously excluded, (2) to maximize the political viability and political legitimacy of the
program, and (3) to counter the absorptionist aspects of racial democracy. I argue that maximizing opportunities to
those previously excluded is morally just in a country with rampant inequality, socially advisable to further Brazilian

economic development, n105 and politically beneficial to increase political support for affirmative action. The broadest
conception of the beneficiary class includes three constituencies: (1) Afro Brazilian public school students, (2) White
public school students, and (3) Afro Brazilian private school students. The inclusion of Afro Brazilian public school
students is relatively non-controversial since they would meet the criterion of race and class. The inclusion of White
public school students is justifiable on several grounds. First, White public school students also deserve opportunities in
a highly egalitarian country and their inclusion also increases the political viability of affirmative action. Second, the
poor are most likely to self-lighten n106 so that some self-identified poorer [*23] Whites might be socially viewed as
Brown. Third, the inclusion of this group minimizes the need for verification of racial identity because an "error" would
result in a White public school student gaining a university seat. Finally, Afro Brazilian private school students, having
faced persistent discrimination, deserve inclusion. Their inclusion, opposed by some prominent Afro Brazilian educators
and activists n107, provides the strongest demand to viably diversify the higher echelon universities.
Maximizing the political legitimacy of affirmative action entails strategic considerations, such as maximizing potential supporters, minimizing potential opposition, and increasing the likelihood that others will view affirmative action
as fair. Providing opportunities for the broadest constituency as discussed above will maximize supporters and opposition and make affirmative action more politically charged. The expansion of real opportunity, part of the federal government's current plan, will maximize supporters and minimize opposition. Rejected university candidates, who provide
ammunition for the tripartite opposition and constitute its most crucial sector, would be diminished by the expansion of
real opportunities. University verification of identity can also be conducted in ways to maximize the legitimacy of the
program in the eyes of the broader public.
Affirmative action on the basis of race directly counters the absorptionist aspects of racial democracy by providing
the first material incentive to identify as Black or Brown. In so doing, affirmative action communicates that racial identity can positively affect life chances. Affirmative action students need self-esteem to fully engage in a university historically catering to the elite. I argue that this ideological aspect of affirmative action is critical in Arendt's sense that the
right to have rights n108 precedes the actual use of any right. The succeeding sections examine university practices in
designating and verifying the beneficiaries of affirmative action.
B. Designation of Beneficiaries
The adoption of affirmative action by Brazilian universities has had an historic impact in a country that had denied
having racial discrimination until 1996. n109 During the ensuing decade, racial discrimination became part [*24] of
the public discourse, and 51 public universities adopted affirmative action by January 2008. n110 Most of these universities (61%) n111 constructed beneficiary classes with multiple constituencies. The few universities that targeted a sole
constituency were most likely to designate public school students (9) and indigenous students (5). None of the universities with only one beneficiary group targets Afro Brazilian students! n112 That data surely indicates the relative political weight of the different beneficiary groups.
Of the multiple claims for affirmative action beneficiaries, I consider the three most relevant for this paper n113:
(1) race: all Afro Brazilians, (2) color: the darkest Afro Brazilians (who are "unmistakably" Afro Brazilian), and (3)
class: public school students and/or the poor. The criterion of color has the dubious virtue of being the politically least
viable criterion but potentially offering the greatest challenge to the absorptionist aspect of racial democracy. The use
of color narrows the beneficiary class to darker Afro Brazilians who are more likely to report discrimination and therefore constitute a worthy beneficiary class. Of the three criterion described above, the color criterion offers the most effective corrective to the whitening bias of the labor market. However, the use of color as a criterion for beneficiaries has
encountered the most vehement political objections. Prominent Black movement activists were highly critical of the
phenotypical criterion used at the State University of Mato Grosso do Sul (UEMS) as counter to subjective identity.
n114
The criterion of race, the designation of Blacks and Browns as a unitary beneficiary class, enjoys greater political
support than the criterion of color. The criterion of race creates real opportunities for Afro Brazilians but does not create
opportunities for poor Whites nor differentiate among Afro Brazilians. It would challenge racial democracy by providing the first material incentive for someone to identify as Afro Brazilian, but not offer a corrective to the hiring preferences, such as boa aparencia. n115 Second, these opportunities would be more accessible to Afro Brazilians of greater
means.
The criterion of class enjoys the greatest political support in Brazil [*25] and provides opportunities to those excluded in the past. However, it does not necessary offer a proportionate share of seats to Afro Brazilian public school

students. Empirical research has suggested that class-based policies cannot remedy Brazilian inequality. n116 Second,
it does not provide opportunities for Afro Brazilian private school students nor challenge racial democracy.
The conception of the beneficiary class is strengthened by the use of multiple criteria, the practice of most universities. Race and class have been combined within the beneficiary class in at least four different approaches in Brazil. The
first three approaches use separate lists while the fourth approach awards specific points for racial and/or class identity,
akin to the Harvard plan, within a unitary process. n117 In Brazil, university admission is generally based upon entrance examinations. Students take a qualifying examination that establishes their overall skill attainment. Those that
pass take a second examination that ranks students according to specified skills for their major. Students are admitted to
specific departments based upon these examinations. Under the provision of affirmative action, separate lists have generally been utilized for beneficiary classes, and candidates decide whether to seek admission through the universal system or the affirmative action program. Each the four approaches treat the three target constituencies, Afro Brazilian public school students, White public school students, and Afro Brazilian private school students distinctly:
. Race and class: This approach, used by 6 colleges n118, combines race and class to provide opportunities to Afro Brazilian public [*26] school students. This approach does not offer opportunities to Afro
Brazilian private school students or White public school students. This approach represents the narrowest
conception of the beneficiary class and provides the fewest opportunities. It would probably not generate
much longer-term political support and would generate the least political opposition. It has the virtue of
identifying a beneficiary class that could be viewed "double worthy" and thereby reducing the need to
verify beneficiaries.
. Race inside of class: The current federal proposal for affirmative action sets aside half of the seats in
the federal universities for public school students. Within the seats for public school students, colleges
make proportionate shares available to Afro Brazilian and indigenous students, reflecting the census
demographic data for each state. n119 This approach, the most widely used (15 colleges) n120, includes
White public school students and represents class-based affirmative action that also offers proportionate
representation for Afro Brazilians. The approach is probably the most political efficacious because it
provides opportunities to White public school students while reducing the imperative to verify beneficiary racial identity. However, this approach omits Afro Brazilian private school students.
[*27] . Race or class: This approach, used by 7 colleges n121, creates opportunities for candidates on
the basis of their racial or class identity. This approach represents the broadest conception of the beneficiary class, admitting Afro Brazilian private school students and White public school students. Depending of the design of the program, Afro Brazilian public school students might need to decide whether to
apply on the basis of race or class or might be able to apply simultaneously on multiple lists. However,
this approach has not prioritized opportunities among beneficiaries and arguably, Afro Brazilian public
school students deserve priority over other public school students and Afro Brazilian private school students. Further, this approach generates the most political support and the most virulent political opposition.
Figure 1: Constructing the Beneficiary Class
. Race and class as "bonus points": Finally, race and class can be [*28] treated as supplementary factors. Three Brazilian universities n122 use a "Harvard like" system that awards points for race and class
that are added to the examination score. The early data from one of these universities, UNICAMP, which
awards 10 points for race and 30 points for class, indicates that the program has increased Afro Brazilian
and public school presence but not at a rate that has kept up with the increase in demand. n123 This approach could theoretically provide the most sophisticated approach to the construction of the beneficiary
class, by including all three constituencies and by prioritizing Afro Brazilian public school students over
other public school students and over Afro Brazilian private school students.
Notwithstanding the public rancor over race-based affirmative action, class-based affirmative action has been
widely implemented by single beneficiary n124 and multiple beneficiary programs. This surely reflects the historical
salience of social class in Brazil, the tremendous need of the poor, as well as the current political balance of forces, in-

cluding the vociferous opposition to race-based affirmative action. Although regionalized approaches have emerged in
the implementation of affirmative action, n125 this paper suggests that the regional effect is primarily a result of [*29]
the learning processes among universities (developing their programs based upon learning from the experiences of other
universities) n126 within each region.
The construction of the beneficiary class has implications for the imperative to verify identity. The first two approaches combine race and class simultaneously and reduce the imperative to verify identify. Indeed, only one of 23
universities (4%) using these approaches verifies identity. n127 The last two approaches treat race and class separately,
which could engender a greater need to verify identity. Indeed, five of the seven universities (71%) that use the broader
race or class approach verify identity. n128
The use of multiple factors strengthens the conception of the beneficiary class but also asks how to prioritize among
multiple groups. The bonus point system may have the ranking right: by prioritizing Afro Brazilian public school students, then White public school students and finally Afro Brazilian private school students. Both UNICAMP and
FATEC grant three times more points for public school attendance than for racial identity. As noted above, the demand
for the Afro Brazilian seats has increased more quickly than admissions, suggesting that the weighting system be evaluated. The next section considers the verification of beneficiaries by selected universities.
C. Verifying Beneficiaries
Verification of racial identity has generated the greatest controversy for affirmative action. n129 There are social
and political costs for verifying, [*30] and also for not verifying, identity.
The need for verification is more pronounced at the more competitive universities where strategic candidates consider whether or not to apply for affirmative action seats to improve their chances for admission. This strategic use of
identity was highly evident in the first year of affirmative action at the State University of the State of Rio de Janeiro
(UERJ). Apparently, more than a quarter of UERJ applicants changed their identity during the two entrances examinations. Some candidates darkened themselves, changing from White to Brown or Black, and some lightened themselves,
changing from Brown or Black to White. n130 Those who darkened themselves presumably sought to increase their
chances to gain admission to the university. Those who lightened themselves may have decided that they did not wish
to, did not need to, or could not justify claiming to be Black or Brown for the purposes of university admission. n131
For example, one applicant for medical school, Gabriella Fracescutti, considered darkening herself for the purpose of
admission but did not:
I have friends who are whiter than me and didn't study or do well on the exam, but they wrote down they
were [Black] on their application and they got in. My grandmother is Black. I could have written down
that I am Black, but I didn't feel right about that. In a country like Brazil, everyone's blood is mixed together. n132
Such calculations have also been evident at UNB. Karinny, a blond candidate for nutrition, decided to seek an affirmative action seat reasoning differently than Gabriela that "if others are benefiting, why shouldn't I?" n133 I suggest that
the heart of the matter is not simply Gabriella and Karinny's [*31] decisions but the overall legitimacy of affirmative
action because candidates are keenly aware of their competitors' decisions.
The perceived fairness of Brazil affirmative action is not simply how affirmative action affects the overall provision
of opportunities but also whether affirmative action can be administered fairly. Apparently, many of the admitted affirmative action students were Whites who had been counseled by university professors to darken themselves for the
purpose of admission. n134 The perception that others are using identity opportunity to gain university admittance destabilizes and de-legitimates affirmative action. With the knowledge that other candidates are darkening themselves,
other Whites will also be tempted to darken themselves. Thus, I speculate that a highly competitive admissions process
without verification processes will increase uncertainty and serve to delegitimize affirmative action.
Does social constructedness require the automatic acceptance of subjective identity? If a candidate chose a 'subjective identity' simply for the purpose of university admissions, do the principles of social constructedness require that
that be accepted without scrutiny? I argue that such a view represents a dogmatic understanding of social constructedness n135 and does not acknowledge the strategic use of identity nor contemporary understandings of the complexity of

identity. Although I defend the importance of verification, I recognize that verification of racial identity is a delicate
process that need be conducted based upon the principles of social constructedness and in a way to maximize program
legitimacy in the eyes of ordinary Brazilians.
Any method of verification can yield an assessment that differs from subjective claims. As shown in section (2),
survey data suggests that the verification will differ from the individual's self-identity in approximately 15% to 20% of
the cases. University candidates have more incentive than survey respondents to shape their identity for the purposes of
university admission, which predicts higher rates. Indeed, four universities that verify identity have rejected the identity
claims of between 5% and 35% of the applicants. n136 This divergence poses the challenge that the process and the
actual assessment can withstand review.
From the comparative arena, colleges verifying identity could employ [*32] some of the following methods to
verify a candidate's identity:
(1) official documents that testify to a candidate's identity; n137
(2) visual examination of the candidate; n138
(3) interviews with candidates about their self-perception, n139 their behavior, n140 their treatment by
others n141, or their prior discriminatory experiences; n142 and
(4) the testimony of others, including a candidate's family, neighbors, co-workers, or members of various
reference groups n143 about the individual's self-perception, n144 reputation in the community, n145
self-presentation and behavior, discriminatory experiences, n146 and physical appearance.
In practice, Brazilian colleges have employed a combination of the first three methods, including the evaluation of
candidate photos, interviews with the candidates, and the presentation of official documentation. At least two colleges
permitted internal appeals of these determinations in which rejected candidates generally prevailed. In making their initial determinations, the colleges have emphasized the physical appearance of candidates. In the appeals, colleges have
also considered the experiences and perceptions of candidates, their racial consciousness, their ancestry, and other considerations.
Only six of the fifty-one Brazilian colleges with affirmative action [*33] programs n147 verify candidate identity.
Currently, four colleges primarily use interviews, one primarily uses photos, and one primarily uses official documents
to verify identity. n148 Most colleges have adopted other measures to "tighten" identity in lieu of actual verification
n149, and require other criteria that can be more readily verified (such as public school attendance or family income).
This section briefly surveys five of the Brazilian colleges n150 that have verified identity.
Photos
Of the three universities that have used photos to verify identity, only one still does: the State University of Mato
Grosso do Sul (UEMS). [*34] The other two, the Federal Universities of Brasilia (UNB) and Maranhao (UFMA), both
have shifted to use interviews to verify identity. In Mato Grosso do Sul in 2003, political leaders, university officials,
and Black movement activists sought to avoid the trouble with self-identification that had occurred at UERJ. State Representative Pedro Kemp (PT) sponsored the new affirmative action law n151 and argued that the process of implementing affirmative action would be "fragile and susceptible to fraud" if applicants declared their own identity, n152 and
Black movement activists advocated for "social control." n153 Subsequently, the University Vice-Chancellor, Leocadia
Petry Leme, announced that Pardos would not be considered Negros under this law and would not be eligible for the
affirmative action openings. She also announced the formation of a commission composed of Afro Brazilian students
and professors, and Black movement activists to verify applicant identity. n154 Although the Commission considered
holding interviews with candidates n155, it decided instead to require candidates to present a photo. n156 As shown in
Table 3, the Commission rejected 76 (14%) of 530 applicants in its first year who did not possess the necessary "phenotype." n157 According to a member of the Commission who was also the President of the State Council for the Defense
of Negro Rights (CEDINE), Naercio Ferreira Fernandes de Souza, the 76 lacked the necessary facial characteristics of a
Negro: "thick lips, flat nose, and frizzy hair." n158 The Commission eliminated some lighter "Afro descendent" applicants, which she defended because "society discriminates against the color of the Negro. It is not a matter of genes or
blood, but physical traces." n159 Dr. Edna Roland, Coordinator of the UNESCO program in Brazil against Racial Discrimination, sharply criticized the Mato Grosso [*35] do Sul approach for (1) differentiating between Negros and
Afrodescendents, (2) presuming that all Negros had particular physical traces, and (3) excluding lighter Afrodescen-

dents. n160 In subsequent years, the UEMS Commission rejected considerably more candidates: 191 (18.1%) in 2004
and 319 (35.1%) in 2005. n161
Table 3: Evaluation of Candidates by Four
Commissions
Candidates
evaluated
Candidates Rejected
2003
520
76
14.3%
UEMS 1
2004
1,053
191
18.1%
2005
908
319
35.1%
UNB 2
2004
4,385
212
4.8%
UFPR 3
2004
573
27
22.3%
UFMA 4
2008
1,987
343
17.3%
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[*36] UNB was the second college that decided to verify the identity of its affirmative action applicants. Two anthropology professors, Jose Jorge de Carvalho and Rita Laura Segato, proposed that the university adopt affirmative
action in response to the discriminatory treatment of Arivaldo Lima Alves, the first Black doctoral student in the anthropology department in 1999. n162 Influenced by the UERJ experience and allegations of fraud for admission to an
affirmative action program for the diplomat corps n163, [*37] officials at UNB worried about the problem of fraud.
Although UNB considered conducting candidate interviews, the implementation commission decided in favor of photos
because of concerns for the efficient handling of student applications. n164 This concern with fraud led UNB to diverge from the Carvalho/Segato proposal that had proposed that "social consequentialism" could properly constrain
candidates. n165 Reflecting the concern with fraud, UNB decided to modify the UEMS system by requiring that UNB
take candidate photos (against standardized backgrounds) to prevent the altering of photos. n166
UNB set a very high standard for rejecting candidates and a very low standard for admitting candidates. If any of
the six members of the UNB Commission thought a candidate was Brown or Black, that candidate was admitted. In
other words, the UNB commission had to reach unanimity to not admit a candidate. This high standard for rejecting
candidates had several consequences. First, this probably contributed to the very low rejection rate at UNB, compared to
other colleges. (See Table 3). Second, the Commission effectively set the admission bar very close to whiteness, and
apparently Whites reportedly gained admissions to UNB. n167 Third, UNB claimed that the actual impact of the photo
requirement significantly exceeded the 4.8% rejection rate by deterring others from applying. n168 Finally, the media
closely scrutinized every rejection. The UNB Commission classified at least two sets of twins differently, and at least
two additional brother-sister combinations differently, each of which became cause celebres for the media and the opposition to affirmative action. [*38]
Table 4: Appeals by Rejected Candidates at Two Universities
As % of
Candidates
rejected
Successful
As % of
Rejected
Appeals
applicants
appeals
appeals

UNB 1
UFPR 2

2004
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Table 4: Appeals by Rejected Candidates at Two Universities
As % of
Candidates
rejected
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applicants
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appeals
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70
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UNB permitted rejected candidates to appeal the college's assessment. As indicated by Table 4, few (16%) candidates appealed their rejections. These much lower rejection and appeal rates conform to the view that the low bar for
admission resulted in the admission of Whites, and that many of the rejected candidates perceived themselves as White.
UFMA was the third university to adopt the use of photos to verify candidate identity, although it would do so for
only one year. In 2007, its first year of implementing affirmative action, UFMA established a Validation Commission of
three members to review photos. The Commission reviewed the photos of all candidates, and invited candidates about
whom it had doubts for interviews. In all, the Commission validated the identity of about 80% of the 925 applicants.
According to Fernanda Pinheiro, a member of the commission, the rejected candidates did not show "any trace [of
blackness] or any circumstances of disadvantage," n169 which could represent a standard closer to UNB.
Official Documentation
One university, the State University of Goias (UEG), verifies candidate identity by presentation of official documents. The affirmative action program at UEG, initiated in 2004, included seats for Afro Brazilians, public school students, and indigenous or disabled students, and permitted candidates to apply for one of the quota systems and the universal [*39] system simultaneously. All quota candidates are required to provide official documentation: indigenous
students must provide a letter from the federal agency for indigenous affairs, the National Foundation of the Indian
(FUNAI), public school students need to prove their matriculation through middle school, and Afro Brazilians need to
show "an official public document that confirms the candidate's black identity, such as a birth or marriage certificate."
n170 Lacking that, candidates for the Afro Brazilian seats can submit a declaration of blackness officially registered by
a public notary, which apparently cost approximately $ 75 in 2006. n171 This last method of documentation appears
the most expensive and the least rigorous. n172
Interviews
Three universities use interviews to verify candidate identity. The first, the Federal University of Parana (UFPR),
strongly influenced by the UNB plan, developed its affirmative action program in 2004. However, instead of requiring
that candidates be photographed, the university conducted a short interview as candidates submitted their applications.
n173 To gain admissions through affirmative action, candidates had to be unanimously approved by the Commission, a
much higher standard than at UNB. n174 Consequently, the UFPR Commission rejected the identity claims of 22% of
the affirmative action candidates. Of the 127 rejected candidates, 81% appealed, and most prevailed. Those who appealed tended to view themselves as Pardo, alleged to have a black parent and in some instance a black grandparent,
and showed an official identity document or a photo of their family. n175
[*40] In its first year of affirmative action, UFPR enjoyed a significant growth in Afro Brazilian candidates and
students. In subsequent years, the demand for Afro Brazilian candidates declined but remained above the pre-affirmative
action level. Marcilene Garcia de Souza, a member of the Commission, and the President of UFPR, Carlos Moreira Junior, both thought that this decline in demand was a response to the Commission's rigorous verification process. n176
Thus, the differences in methods, requiring unanimity to admit rather than to reject, and the actual standards moved the
line for candidates further toward Pardo at UFPR than at UNB. The higher rejection and higher appeals rates also suggest that the standard at UFPR was further toward Pardo

In 2008, UFMA modified its affirmative action admissions process to call all quota candidates, and not just those in
doubt, for an interview. Of 3,041 eligible candidates, approximately one thousand did not appear for the interview.
n177 Of the 1987 interviewed, the 25-person Commission of Validation did not accept 343 (17.3%), who subsequently
competed in the universal system. n178 The 1644 approved candidates represented just over half (54.1%) of the qualified candidates. n179 The Validation Commission had made its determinations based upon a short interview, which
sought, according to the director of the commission, Professor Carlos Benedito Rodrigues da Silva, to evaluate the candidate's perception of her blackness in daily life, n180 including how she views herself socially and how she presents
herself to her family, as well her reasons for choosing the quota option. n181
Following UNB's footsteps, UFMA also classified twins distinctly. The rejected twin, Ana Caroline, claimed her
interview had lasted less than five minutes and consisted of three questions: "(1) why do you want to study Communication? (2) did you study in public school? and (3) do you [*41] understand the [purpose of the] quota system?" n182
During the several month controversy, the university never managed to locate its records from her interview. n183
Fully reminiscent of Marx's warning about the repetition of history, UFMA also admitted Ana Caroline after significant
political pressure.
UNB revised its affirmative action admission policy to verify candidate identity based upon interviews as of January 2008 in response to the ongoing controversies. n184 Candidates viewed the new system as more fair and more difficult to scam. However, even under the new system, some candidates reported a "grand mixture of color" among their
competitors. Apparently, one candidate was "so White that everyone laughed" when he entered the waiting room, and
this candidate was reputedly accepted by the Commission. n185 The interviews at UNB were also short and also consisted of three questions: (1) what is your name? (2) why do you consider yourself Black? and (3) why are you seeking
a quota seat? n186
Discussion
The verification of applicant identity constitutes a sensitive process that presents particular challenges in a country
that has prided itself for rendering identity ambiguous and indeterminate. To maximize political and social legitimacy in
Brazil, the verification method needs to recognize both the primacy of subjective identity and the social contexts of
identity, which entails mediating between self-perception and the perception of others. Thus, candidates must be able to
"speak" during the process of verification, which the use of photos or documents fails to grant. Until 2008, UNB candidates could not "speak" until their appeal, which recognized neither their due process rights nor the primacy of selfidentity. A primary reliance on documents does not recognize the reality of Brazilian identity and past practice in which
official documents have been issued without regard for the potential consequences for scarce public goods. n187
Documents and photos best constitute supporting and not primary evidence. I claim that the [*42] interview represents
the verification method best suited to maximize the political and societal legitimacy of affirmative action.
On what underlying assumptions about identity might interviews draw? Should interviewers seek to 'uncover' the
identity of applicants, on the theory that identity is 'waiting' to be 'found', or to seek to explore the identity of applicants
in a more open-ended fashion? n188 If the latter, might interviews simulate 'travel' in the sense that new experiences, at
a university or another country, enabled some Afro Brazilians to see their Brazilian experiences through new eyes?
Might interviews take stock of the significance of assimilation in Brazil and explore candidate identity in a way that
contests Brazilian assimilation, as the 1991 census campaign sought to do? Further, should interviews be structured in a
way that acknowledges the role of positionality in socializing all discourse about identity? A candidate's perceived relationship to her audience, in this instance her interviewers, could influence her identity claim, and thus the composition
of interviewers would matter. n189 Thus, committees might be composed to reflect the identity of the applicant pool.
Regarding the scope of the interview, committees might develop a "short mode" that would suffice in the vast majority
of cases and a "dialogic" mode n190 available for the more complicated cases. n191
What base-line subjectivity might colleges seek from affirmative action candidates in these interviews? For the
"short mode" interview, suitable for the vast majority of candidates, I propose a plural approach that emphasizes subjective "color" identity, the recognition of societal position, and the perception of others without any element functioning
as the litmus test n192 for identity. If someone presented herself as Parda in her daily life or [*43] was clearly perceived as Parda by others, I claim that would be sufficient. I question an expectation that someone had already come to
identify with the Black movement n193 or possessed Black consciousness, either of which would certainly constitute
evidence of her identity, but lacking either should not constitute grounds for elimination. n194 Scholars have proposed
tests of "suffering," n195 "functional" experience, n196 or "consequentialism" n197 that emphasize different conceptions of subaltern societal position. Piper's "suffering" test was a litmus test of whether she was "Black enough", experi-

ences that lighter Brazilian Pardas also face. Yang's functional test, an effort to move away from a conception of policing fraud, emphasizes the recognition of discrimination. Requiring such recognition in Brazil would represent a narrow
construction of the beneficiary class since the majority of Afro Brazilians do not report discriminatory experiences.
n198 Tanya Hernandez proposes a consequentialist approach that asks an individual to recognize how her appearance
and self-presentation affects her treatment: "When first interacting with others, in what ways does your appearance affect the interaction?" n199 Hernandez's consequentialism overlaps Piper's suffering test in a more open-ended fashion
and elicits a broader recognition of racialized experiences than those generally conceived as discriminatory. While all
three notions are relevant for Brazil, I suggest that Hernandez's consequentialism would be most pertinent in a country
with coded [*44] behaviors most aptly described as racial and color etiquette. n200 I argue that this consequentialism
would need to be incorporated in an exploratory rather than accusatory style to grant primacy to the candidate's subjective identity.
Several questions could elicit subjective "color" identity and recognition of subaltern positionality. First, how does
the candidate identify on a daily basis? Presumably, she would offer or be asked to provide concrete instances, such as
friends, associates, or community members who could validate her identity. UNB has asked several questions that resonate with Hernandez's concern with the mutual constitution of identity and experience: (1) why do you consider yourself Black? n201 and (2) how is it being Black? n202 Second, a committee might explore how others view and treat
the candidate on a daily basis and might ask "whether anyone outside of your family treat you as Pardo?" In these instances, either the candidate would offer, or be asked for, concrete instances. These questions bring community perception and daily experience into the assessment. Although ancestry is not determinative, I claim that having a Black or
Brown parent matters in Brazil and propose that committees also elicit parental identity. n203
Consider how those three questions: daily self-presentation, community perception and parental racial identity,
would play out for the toughest case: Novos Pardos, "first time Browns," stimulated by the benefit of access to higher
education to identify for the first time as Brown. How might a university distinguish between Novos Pardos who deployed identity simply to maximize their life chances and those who had actually come to rethink their identity because
of the opportunity? n204 The three proposed questions would not seem helpful to make this determination. Novos Pardos could not viably claim to have presented themselves or to have been perceived as Brown. Nor would parental ancestry necessarily differentiate a light Brown from a White, although having a Black parent has been sufficient in practice
to gain admission. Thus, a broader, dialogic approach [*45] to identity that draws upon Hernandez's notion of consequentialism seems especially relevant for such cases.
What might this broader dialogic approach to the identity of Novo Pardo entail? A committee would presumably
focus on two elements: (1) the nature of the change in identity: to explore the candidate's considerations triggered by the
new opportunity, and (2) the candidates deeper recognition of the consequences of her appearance in daily life. UNB
asks candidates, "Before signing up for the UNB entrance examination, had you ever thought of yourself as Negro?"
n205 That question would not establish whether someone whose new identity was triggered by the possibility of affirmative action had come to genuinely rethink her identity, which I argue is the central question. Interviewers might
ask whether she had previously wondered about her identity, and if so, to talk about that in an open-ended fashion. Interviewers would seek to elicit the elements of that "wondering": her multiple personal and social influences. She might
have a sibling who identified as White, another who identified as Brown, a darker parent, a lighter parent, and distinct
relations with the extended families of both parents, while most likely privileging the extended family of the White parent. She undoubtedly had the experience of being treated White sometimes and Brown sometimes in social settings, and
may have learned to avoid the settings in which she would be treated Brown. Interviewers would seek to draw out her
recognition and experience of these diverse influences, opportunities and treatment by others. Hernandez's consequentialism would be extremely relevant to inquire about her recognition of how her "appearance affected the interaction?"
n206 The intent would be to locate the substance of her claim to be Brown and her recognition of the consequences of
her Brownness, rather than simply authenticating her Afro Brazilianness. In addition to eliciting innermost thought, interviewers would explore whether she communicated those thoughts to others. Admittedly, this broader dialogic "verification" would tread on soft ground, but I argue that to be a necessary space for individual Novo Pardos and to understand the nature of the identity shift from affirmative action, necessary for a new paradigm of identity.
[*46] Because of the complexity of individual verification, colleges also seek to impact the macro-level, the larger
market of applicants. Thus, one college with a lower rate of rejecting candidates (UNB) n207 claimed to have deterred
other applicants from applying and to have had a greater impact on the macro-level. At UFMA, the number of candidates who failed to show for interviews tripled the actual rejection rate, suggesting that no-show candidates feared the
interviews. The higher initial rejection rate at UFPR, compared to UEMS or UNB, was thought to lower applications in

subsequent years, n208 also suggesting a relationship between verification and macro-level demand. This data suggests
that colleges need to be aware that too much deterrence could yield a drop in demand and perhaps create a backlash
among rejected candidates.
The nature of the interview process will impact the ability of the verification commissions to make determinations
in the difficult cases. Currently, the interviews conducted at UFPR, UNB and UFMA are short and governed by considerations of efficiency, a prominent consideration given the large demand for public universities. At UEG, a notary public can issue an official statement of identity for a sizeable fee. Perhaps the process of confirming identity is best conducted outside of the university admissions office to not overburden the various universities, provided that the outside
entity designated is appropriate for the task. Designated Black Movement NGOs and/or an official agency could confirm candidate identity, similar to the certification of candidate eligibility for indigenous affirmative action seats in Brazil. A longer interview conducted separately from the moment of the university entrance examination could allow for a
calm, probing interview that could maximize the legitimacy and stability of the process. Based upon the UNB experience, I suggest that the fuller interviews would be necessary for no more than 10% of the applicants. These interviews
could illuminate a rethinking of Afro Brazilian identity in Brazil and contribute toward a new racial paradigm. That, as I
explore in the closing, seems to be the heart of the controversy: how will Brazil be translated and transformed toward a
new racial paradigm?
[*47] If Gilberto Freyre were alive today, he would roll over and die again.
- Edson Cardoso, April, 2007 n209
Conclusion
When Brazil's former President Cardoso initially opened the public discussion about affirmative action in 1996, he
conceded the existence of racial discrimination, a statement of historical significance, while also insisting that Brazilians
would need to find "Brazilian" solutions to racial discrimination. n210 During the ensuing decade, a growing debate
emerged about those "Brazilian" solutions in which opponents continually asserted the impossibility of implementing
affirmative action in Brazil because of the nature of Brazilian identity. Initially, they argued that no one would wish to
claim to be Black, given deep-seated historical stigma, even to gain an opportunity. That argument has proven wrong
and many Whites have been willing to claim to be Black or Brown for the purposes of gaining university admission. The
other prominent argument about the impossibility of affirmative action was the converse: that everyone would want an
affirmative action seat and that it would be impossible to determine who was really Black. Although that argument has
also proven not to be true, that argument landed closer to the mark.
The first five years of affirmative action have shown that the considerable ambiguities of the Brazilian structure of
identity have provided sufficient opportunities for strategic action and that Brazilians have deployed their identity strategically. Although the opposition has overstated the consequences of the complexities of identity, important questions
about identity and public policy warrant further consideration. The Black movement's initial effort through the 1991
census campaign to encourage Brazilians to identify on the basis of race and not color has developed a following. However, I argue against requiring such racial consciousness on the part of candidates for the university and that Black or
Brown color identity should be sufficient.
Affirmative action surely represents a paradigm shift in Brazil. Affirmative action represents the first material incentive in Brazil to identify as Black or Brown, an important counterweight to racial democracy. Affirmative action is
increasing the educational opportunities for Blacks, Browns and the poor, which also will create identity shifts. University educated Afro Brazilians are more likely to identify as Black or [*48] Brown and as Afro Brazilian. Further, the
nature of the identity shift by Novos Pardos, another consequence of affirmative action, will signal the nature of the
paradigm shift. Has the strategic opportunity of entering universities led Novos Pardos to reconsider their identity or to
seek personal gain?
I contend that the current moment can only be understood as a collision between past and present identity structures
and the discursive ambiguity between fusionist and absorptionist fictions. The provision of targeted opportunities for the
historically oppressed, those who were to be absorbed, represents a historically significant counterweight to the societal
pressure to be absorbed. These opportunity policies also provide an incentive for anyone in the country to identify
within the dominated group. Consequently, others also seek benefits intended for dominated persons, which contributes
to the collision between past and present identity structures. Winant characterizes this dynamic, the exhaustion of an old
paradigm prior to the development of a new paradigm of identity, as a world-wide phenomena. n211

How might affirmative action affect Brazil and its structure of identity? One possibility, raised by the opposition
and Thomas Sowell n212, is that state identity will trump societal identity and that Brazil will become bipolar. In a
sense, that fear parallel's the Black movement hope that affirmative action will yield a new paradigm for identity based
upon an overarching African ancestry. n213 Certainly identities change over time, but I argue that such change occurs
through societal mobilization rather than a single declaration for a public benefit. State identity would have to matter
beyond university admissions for such a change to be plausible. A second possibility would be that societal identity
would be able to adapt to the new circumstance. In that view, Brazilians would continue to treat state identity as something to be declared in specific contexts, such as university admissions, and claim societal identity, such as Moreno, on
a daily basis. That latter view underestimates the nature of the change. I hypothesize instead that a new synthesis of
state and societal identities will emerge over time.
New knowledge and methodologies about racial identity will be [*49] needed to perceive this new synthesis of
identity. The understanding of race in Brazil that the opposition has defended so staunchly was developed though an
"orientalist" paradigm that has presumed US race relations as the norm. n214 Seminal studies showed that Brazil did
not have US style racial dynamics, which said little analytically about Brazilian dynamics. n215 Perhaps the muchmaligned "racial commissions" may contribute to a new understanding about identity n216 and to the production of a
new subjectivity: [*50] new ways of moving beyond the color paradigm. Thus far, the majority of the Black movement
recoils from the category, Moreno, because of its association to whitening. The battle in the 20th century centered over
the construction of the middle of the color spectrum, declared Moreno by Freyre. Might the Black Movement find a new
way to contest that construction by inventing a new category connoting mixedness and blackness? Could an absorptionist dynamic be transformed into a dynamic that was genuinely fusionist based upon the power of renaming?
Finally, one policy goal I initially posited was whether affirmative action policy could counter the absorptionist aspects of racial democracy. Consider that the historical preference for whiter or lighter employees can be expected to
continue for the foreseeable future. Thus, employers hiring through affirmative action would be expected to hire the
lightest Brown Brazilian available. Ultimately, does opportunity policy in a color hierarchy need to offer "layered' benefits: privileging those "at the bottom" over those "at the middle" over those "at the top"? Would employers need to be
expected to hire the darkest of the equally qualified candidates? Those questions, not yet considered, may become pertinent if Brazil seeks to fully exit its racial order.
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